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a fire, outside fire because it's the one that.makes big coals and.it's
the one to put that thing on that—what I want to look for now. Ajad I had
lot of, great big ball of it you know and my daddy lived back there he always get it for me. H J give it to me.
(Now what's—what's this medicine?)

'

- It's for that face where it's twisted.^ You put on the coals and after you
doctor them with this medicine that we get over'jfiere. I get that and I doctor them with that and then after you get through with" that ;fou put that
heater—that funny stuff, it looks like^chewing gum.
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(What's the'name—is there an-Indian name?)'
•

Yeah lit1 s an Indian name for it.
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(WJiatj is it in Indian?)
ROCKflEDLCINE,WHERE TO "FINS IT
v

(Says Comanche word)—is uh, rock medicine because it's, it's stuck to a
rock. And (Comanche word) means a rock and (Comanche word) is medicine.
It's stuck to the rock and the medicine you get out of the rock.

You know

its big, some kind of (\tords not clear), ,1-don't know what kind of, dh I
i

vdon't

know the words, they make, that it.

(What tjLme of year dd you find it?)
Right.now is the best time to get1 it;
(Now where is this found?)
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It's m y back here. T'e go to1 the park, then go up that way and go to
and go right straight -to Indiahoma and pass Indiahoma and we turn of^F road
and then" we go way north more about four or five, miles, and then turn west and
then about another three miles and that, those hill up there and^the mountain
right, theret there's, a little mountain over there it's all in there.
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(What's the nWe of the l i t t l e mountain?)
Oh, X don't Isppw what i t i s , what's, the name of. i t .

That's where my brother

